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Abstract
Lashing and de-lashing operations of containers cargo on board containerships are considered as quite strenuous activities in which operators are required to work continuously over a 6 or 8 hours shift with very limited break. This is mostly because containerships need to leave the port as soon as possible and containers loading and unloading operations must be executed with very high productivity (stay moored in a port is a totally unproductive time for a ship and a loss-making business for a shipping company). Operators performing lashing and de-lashing operations are subjected to intense ergonomic stress and uncomfortable working postures. To this end, the authors of this article are participating to a research project for the design of an exoskeleton that will help operators to reduce ergonomics and working posture problems while increasing, at the same time, the productivity. This paper presents the results of a human ergonomic simulation devoted to highlight major working postures and muscles strain problems that will be used, in turn, as input for the design of the exoskeleton.
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1. Introduction
Most of the worldwide cargo traffic moves, everyday, using containers. According to EuroStats [1], the quarterly data of marine traffic transportation (extracted as July 2021) shows that 826 million tons of goods were handled in the
main EU ports in the 4th quarter of 2020. Even if the COVID-19 has most certainly led to a substantial fall of the maritime transport of good, the next months are expected to show again an increasing trend due to the positive effect of the vaccine’s campaigns in the different countries. Indeed, this trend is confirmed since 2005: the figure 2a [2] clearly shows that the volume of containers handled in main ports, EU-27, between 2005 and 2019 has increased from 60 million of TEUs up to almost 100 million of TEUs (the only negative trend is visible during the 2008-2010 world financial crisis). Furthermore, the average size of vessels calling at main ports, EU-27, between 2005-2019 (see figure 2b [2]), depicts a growth in the dimensions of the containerships (with a gross tonnage per vessel up to 7500 tons). The bigger are the containerships, the bigger is their TEUs transportation capacity. More containers on board means:
- more lashing and de-lashing operations to be manually performed by operators (even considering the level, in terms of piling up a major number of containers, to be reached);
- more operators’ squads working on board at the same time (to assure high productivity levels).

The productivity, intended as the capability of the port services to complete loading and unloading operations safely and in the shortest time, surely reflects how reliable a port is in serving customers and it is an indicator of the competitiveness level of one port against another [3]. There are several research works reported in the literature that investigates, in different directions, how to improve port productivity. In [4], a system performance analysis of ship to shore operation considering crane availabilities using simulation approach is presented to evaluate port performances, while [5], [6] and [7] consider quay cranes and yard trucks scheduling, iterative heuristic for simultaneous allocations of berths quay cranes and yards under practical situations and optimization and evaluation of tandem quay crane performance respectively. As a matter of fact, the port productivity (and specifically the container terminal productivity) is tremendously affected by the productivity of operators (riggers) performing containers lashing and de-lashing operations. Indeed, there are multiple research studies where the lashing and de-lashing activities are studied with the aim of increasing the operators and port productivity while increasing operators’ ergonomics, safety and security. In [8], wearable IMU mocap systems with REBA (Rapid Entire Body Assessment) and RULA (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment) for ergonomic assessment of container lashing teams is proposed, while [9] proposes a musculoskeletal human model to create a framework for future observations with focus on developing a product-service-system and smart personal protective equipment tools. Ergonomics and working postures issues are not the only ones to be considered: security is another critical issue (when coming to accidents analysis due to containers stacked on deck [10]). Assuring higher security levels is always a major advantage in terms of productivity (major accidents can create more damages than small reductions of the actual productivity due to security restrictions). In this direction, several studies deal with the design and optimization of the lashing structures and bars used on containers stack on ships deck [11], [12], [13].

The research work proposed in this article focuses the attention – as also done in previous studies [14] – on working postures and energy expenditure of lashing and de-lashing operations carried out by riggers. However, in this case, the goal is to use a digital human simulation environment to investigate major ergonomics and working postures...
issues to be successively used for the design of an active exoskeleton for arms and shoulders (the design of the exoskeleton will be presented in a future paper, while this paper presents some of the results of the simulation study).

The remaining of the article is organized as follows: section 2 briefly presents the real environment as well as the simulation environment, section 3 summarizes the main methodologies used, the analysis carried out and the results. Conclusions and future works are presented in section 4.

2. Real and Simulation environment

The Lashing of containers is done by workers (riggers) on the ship. The workers install special lashing rods which are used to pull the containers down and fix them safely to the frame of the ship. The lashing rods consist of two parts: the lower rod (including a mechanism used to bolt both parts together) and the upper rod. The upper part is a long rod which comes in different length variations. As it can be seen in Figure 2, the lashing rods are mounted in diagonal, each from one corner of a container to the floor. Depending on the containers put on top of each other, the upper part of the lashing rods needs to be longer.

The figures below show essential movements of workers during operations. In the left image, the operator fixes the lower part to the frame on the bottom. He places the part with both hands while the back is bent forward about to about 45°. In the middle image the worker places the lower part, so that both workers can connect the parts together. As soon as they are connected, the operator uses both hands to lash the container by screwing the parts tightly together.

The figures above show the rods used for lashing just one container; there are longer rods that are used for lashing two containers piled up. Lifting these longer rods is usually complex and stressful for the operator because of the
length of the rods and because of their weights. The unlashing process is quite similar: each operation is repeated in the inverse order.

The 3D virtual environment in which the human simulation has been carried out faithfully recreates a real container terminal environment including the harbor, the terminal yard, the containership as well the container handling equipment. The 3D virtual environment (designed and developed at the Modeling & Simulation Center – Laboratory of Enterprise Solutions, MSC-LES, of the University of Calabria, Italy) is currently used also for other R&D projects with different goals (that’s the reason for which the environment is rich in details and includes, in addition to the ship deck – that is specifically needed for this simulation – also other major parts). The Figure 4(a) shows an aerial view of the container terminal 3D Environment (in particular the represented port is the Gioia Tauro container terminal, one of the largest container terminals of South-Europe, located in Calabria Region, Italy), the figure 4(b) depicts a view of the ship deck, while figure 4(c) shows dome containers piled up to the 5th tier.

![Fig. 4. (a) Overall View of the container terminal 3D Environment (Port of Gioia Tauro, Italy); (b) view on the containership deck; (c) containers piled up to the 5th tier](image)

3. Ergonomic Assessment of lashing operations

Several different ergonomic analyses, executed by using the Siemens Process Simulate software, have been carried out with the aim of analyzing working postures and fatigue levels of lashing and de-lashing operations carried out by riggers (the results of these analysis are currently being used for the design of the active exoskeleton for arms and shoulders).

3.1 The OWAS Analysis

The following section reports the results of the OWAS (OVAKO-Working-PostureAnalysing-System) analysis carried out on the long rod handling operations done during lashing operations. The OWAS method was developed in 1974 at the Swedish OVAKO steelworks and, similar to the RULA method, is used to assess work situations on the basis of postures. The paper-and-pencil method contains a catalogue of 84 working posture types. These are described by a five-digit numerical code. An evaluation and classification into action classes is carried out via a percentage share in the work process. Figure 5 depicts the simulated operation as well as the results of the OWAS analysis. The results reveal that:

- 7 activities have an Action Category of 4: this means that an action to modify the working posture is required immediately;
- 20 different activities with an Action category of 3: an intervention to modify the working postures is required as soon as possible;
- 1 activity with an Action Category of 2: this means that an action to modify the working posture is required in the near future.
The OWAS analysis have been carried out for the activities related to the fixing of the lower part of the lashing rod, for attaching the two rods and for screwing both parts together. In this case, the OWAS analysis reveals critical action categories almost along the entire operation as shown in figure 6 (also depicting the simulation environment). In particular, there are:

- 19 activities where the Action Category is 4 (an action is on the working posture is required immediately);
- 16 activities where the Action Category is 3 (an intervention to modify the working posture is required as soon as possible);
- 6 activities where the Action Category is 2 (an intervention is required in the near future).

Similar analyses have been also carried out considering the short rod and its positioning and screwing activities where some of the results (during the short rod handling) are slightly better due to the lower weight of the rod. Overall, the OWAS analyses (also considering the de-lashing operations) suggest that a review of the working postures is needed and this will help in understanding which postures the exoskeleton should be designed to avoid (in particular during the attaching and screwing operations of the upper and lower part of the lashing rod where most of the critical action categories have been identified).
The OWAS analysis have been carried out for the activities related to the fixing of the lower part of the lashing rod, for attaching the two rods and for screwing both parts together. In this case, the OWAS analysis reveals critical action categories almost along the entire operation as shown in figure 6 (also depicting the simulation environment).

In particular:
- 19 activities where the Action Category is 4 (an action is on the working posture is required immediately);
- 16 activities where the Action Category is 3 (an intervention to modify the working posture is required as soon as possible);
- 6 activities where the Action Category is 2 (an intervention is required in the near future).

Similar analyses have been also carried out considering the short rod and its positioning and screwing activities where some of the results (during the short rod handling) are slightly better due to the lower weight of the rod. Overall, the OWAS analysis (also considering the de-lashing operations) suggest that a review of the working postures is needed and this will help in understanding which postures the exoskeleton should be designed to avoid (in particular during the attaching and screwing operations of the upper and lower part of the lashing rod where most of the critical action categories have been identified).

3.2 Fatigue Analysis

Fatigue analysis is used to determine suitable resting time in order to avoid injuries but also to maintain quality standards. As for the OWAS analysis, the fatigue analyses include both the long rod handling operation and the short rod attaching and screwing operations.

As far as the long rod handling operation is concerned, the following recovery times are needed after the operation (see figure 7):
- 49.1 seconds for the left shoulder;
- 28.8 seconds for the right shoulder;
- 2.3 seconds for the left elbow;
- 37.3 seconds for the left wrist;
- 19.4 seconds for the right wrist;
- 2 seconds for the left ankle;
- 20.7 seconds for the right ankle.

Therefore, an overall resting time of about 49 seconds is needed or the operation should be modified to reduce strain on the left shoulder (the muscles strains history over the time is depicted in figure 8).
As far as the short rod handling operations (including the screwing one) are concerned, the following recovery times are needed after the operations (see figure 9):
- 3.1 seconds for the left shoulder;
- 15.9 seconds for the right hip;
- 0.6 seconds for the left knee;
- 8.3 seconds for the right ankle.

Therefore, an overall resting time of about 16 seconds is needed or the operations should be modified to reduce strain on the right hip (and successively to the right ankle, see figure 10).

The Fatigue analysis clearly shows that an intervention to help the operators (by reducing their fatigue levels) is needed. While acting to avoid specific working postures (therefore reducing the discomfort), the exoskeleton could be profitably used to reduce the muscles strains over the time, the operators’ fatigue and the resting time (the latter will help in increasing the productivity).
4. Conclusions

Productivity, operators’ safety and equipment and goods security are among the most important factors being considered by terminal operators to assure high service levels and quality to their own customers. While container terminals are moving toward high levels of automation, e.g. considering the yard management operations, more than 20 ports in Europe have already installed equipment to automate at least a part of their operations (McKinsey, 2018), specific operations have still to be executed by operators manually. This is the case of lashing and de-lashing operations carried out by riggers. Such operations require use of intensive forces and uncomfortable working postures over the entire working shift with very limited breaks (each incoming ship must be served as soon as possible).

The authors of this paper have conducted a simulation study with the aim of understanding wrong working postures (that may create discomfort to the operators) as well as monitoring the muscles strains during the operations (and understand major muscles involved and resting times needed after the operations). The results of the analyses show that there are several activities that are categorized as critical for the working postures (interventions to modify the working postures are required immediately or as soon as possible) and some of the body muscles undergo an excessive strain. The results of the simulations are currently being used to design an active exoskeleton that will help the
operators to avoid wrong working postures as well as to reduce the muscles strains over the time. The exoskeleton design will be presented as part of a future article.
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